The Swedish offer to the
District Heating & Cooling world

Let 15 Swedish companies guide you along the
frontline of District Heating & Cooling technology

www.sweheatcooling.com

The Swedish Offer
– your shortcut to reduced energy costs
Sweden is a pioneer in the evolution
of sustainable energy solutions. No
wonder. With winter cold dropping
to -35°C and summer heat peaking at
more than +30°C, an agreeable indoor
temperature is obviously essential.
During the last decades, Sweden has
achieved substantial reductions of
CO2-emissions, while maintaining high
and sustainable economic growth. The
main explanation is found in the nationwide expansion of efficient district
heating & cooling derived from nonfossil energy sources.

pay only for the energy actually used.
The most cost-efficient Swedish solutions frequently have a combination
of features in common: two-pipe network systems, a substation in every
building and individual metering in
every household. It is also important
that both radiators and tap-water systems are performing satisfactory and
that buildings have acceptable insulation. Functionality and component
performance within the entire system
are key parameters.

Today, more than 60% of all Swedish
homes and commercial buildings are
heated by district heating and the
Swedish model is being implemented
successfully in countries all over the
world. It can utilize considerable
volumes of energy that would otherwise be wasted and it is therefore a
major driver of sustainable and ecoefficient urban development.

Waste heat and multiple fuel sources
The heat is typically produced in a
central co-generation (combined heat
and power) plant. Thanks to advanced
technology, fuels from a wide span of
sources can be used. It is also possible
to recover waste or surplus heat from
various other operations. Regardless
the kind of furnace, boiler or heating
technology used, it is important to use
a co-generation plant to ensure a high
level of energy-efficiency.

Ownership and management of the
systems involve a variety of players –
e.g. municipalities, corporate bodies,
construction companies and investors.
This brochure will introduce you to a
number of companies playing an
active role in the continuous Swedish
effort to hoist energy-efficiency
to new levels.

The fundamental idea behind m
 odern
district heating is recycling of s urplus
heat that would otherwise be wasted
– heat generated e.g. in power stations,
fuel refineries and various industrial
processes. Furthermore, district heating can utilize a wide span of renewable energy sources (biomass, geothermal energy, solar energy, etc.)

Some basic success factors
The Swedish model sets focus on enduser demand and on the option to use
fuel from multiple sources. Thus the
heat supply model is transformed from
being production-driven to being driven
by demand. Only the needed volume
of heat will be accepted by the system.
Consequently, residents will have to

Cooling based on local resources
District cooling is based on the same
ingenious concept as district heating.
The cold is supplied from a central
unit utilizing local resources and operating at a very high level of energyefficiency. The cooling plant is frequently
run by the company also operating
the local district heating system. Free-
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cooling utilizes cold water from nearby
lakes and waterways, while absorption
cooling is based on thermal energy
generated in the production of district
heating or waste heat from industries
or garbage depots. Heat pumps are
able to produce both heating and cooling simultaneously, and currently this
is the most common way of producing
district cooling in Sweden.
SweHeat & Cooling
SweHeat & Cooling (The Swedish
Council for District Heating & Cooling) was established in 1993. Ever
since, our member companies have
been instrumental in the global evolution of efficient and sustainable district
heating and cooling infrastructure. Our
basic mission: Holding their products,
services and experience readily available to planners, decision-makers,
consultants and constructors all over
the world.
The member companies
Our members are frontrunners within
their respective segments of district
heating & cooling technology. By innovative thinking, efficient R & D strategies, a high degree of specialization and
dialogue with the scientific community,
they have contributed to the leading
position that Sweden holds today.
SweHeat & Cooling and its members
have close relations to SymbioCity
– a holistic approach and efficient
utilization of synergies for sustainable
urban development. We also interact
closely with The Swedish Trade Council all over the world.
Please contact us to find out what
Swedish spearhead technology can do
for you.
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Alfa Laval solutions lead the way
1.

2.

3.

Experience and know-how
For decades, Alfa Laval has been the
trendsetter in district heating solutions,
continuously making significant contributions to the evolution of the global
district heating infrastructure. We offer
solutions for every climate zone and
every size or kind of building.
Alfa Laval has been involved in hundreds of projects – upgrading district
heating networks e.g. in Scandinavia,
Russia, Eastern Europe and China. We
have witnessed first-hand how these
projects have generated considerable
energy savings and an improved standard of living.

Our substations are equipped with extremely efficient plate heat exchangers
and state-of-the-art control systems.

Alfa Laval offers a range of compact
and easy-to-install products ensuring
high efficiency combined with low
maintenance cost. We are a world
leader in substations and heat exchangers for district heating and -cooling.

1. Turning Torso. Alfa Laval equipment is
providing hot water and a comfortable indoor
climate.
2. Last year Alfa Laval was named one of the
most innovative companies in the world.
3. Maxi, a high-quality district heating substation from Alfa Laval.
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Our worldwide organization works
closely with customers in more than
100 countries and our international
expertise and practical know-how has
turned out a winning combination for
our customers. Thanks to our global
presence, we can take care of training
and maintenance quickly.
Contact details for all countries are
continually updated on our website
www.alfalaval.com

BaSiC faCTS
A global company founded in 1883
Order intake (2011): 3 179 MEUR
EBITA as % of sales:
18.5 %
ROCE as %:
31.3
Investment in R&D as %
of net sales:
2.3 %
Average no. of employees: 14 667
Alfa Laval is listed on Nasdaq OMX,
Stockholm.
for more information contact:
Mr Magnus Edin, Market Manager
Heating at Alfa Laval and board
member of SweHeat & Cooling.
Phone: +46 46 366854
E-mail: magnus.edin@alfalaval.com

Governance and management
– from energy master plan to operating utility

A successful combination of economic growth an environmental concern
• A leader authority within governance and development of district
Cooling and Sea Water Air Condition
• A track record comprising more
than 50% of the existing district
cooling systems in Europe
• Risk-managed development process
• Supported by strategic and local
partners
District cooling is not merely about
technology. Capital Cooling operates a
complete business concept – The
Cleaner Environmental Solution ® – to
guarantee a cost-efficient and revenueboosting process from feasibility stage
through the development, design and
construction stages to operation.
More than 20 years of experience is
channeled into our methods, data bases,
IT tools, supporting products, structural
know-how and governance processes.

a wide span of services
Capital Cooling offers energy companies, municipalities and property & real
estate developers a range of services
within:
• Identification and evaluation of
prospects
• Business and project development
• Operational analysis and support
• Financial solutions, procurement
and risk management
• Design, project management
and construction management
• Marketing, sales and communication

BaSiC faCTS

Capital Cooling can also be equity
partner along with local and strategic
partners and can offer management
services to venture and private equity
investors.

For contact details please visit us at
www.capitalcooling.se

Founded in Stockholm (Sweden)
in 2002 by a senior management
team with a substantial global track
record from development, marketing and management of district cooling projects.
Within Capital Cooling and its
partner network you will find some
of the world’s leading experts in
district cooling technology, project
development, project management
and district cooling operation.
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Dala Energi AB – more than a power supplier

An instrumental force in local development and environmental care
Dala Energi is a producer and distributor of energy and the operator/owner
of an optofibre network with capacity
held available also for external operators. The subsidiary Dala Energi Värme
operates a district heating network
providing heat to industrial plants, residential blocks, office buildings, schools
and single-family houses in the Leksand
and Insjön communities. The number
of subscribers amounts to 440. The
heat production is based on wooden
chips and renewable energy.
The energy we provide is comfortable,
safe and clean. This is good both for our
customers and for the environment.
During the last few years, our company has channelled considerable
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effort and investment capital into
development of the district heating
operation. Reliability has been raised
to a new level and the ambition to
expand the use of renewable fuel has
led us to produce 99 percent of the
heat using biofuel from the Darlecarlian woods.
We hope that our customers will
come to realize the simplicity and
environmental benefit brought by
their investment. We are putting great
effort into the development of our
operation and strive to make district
heating the natural alternativ for
heating within our region.

BaSiC faCTS
Our organization is an owner and
operator of systems for production
and distribution of electrical power
and heat. As well as solutions for
communication.
Our annual turnover is SEK 240 million and we have 33 000 subscribers.
We aim to be an instrumental force
in the local development while minimizing the environmental footprint.
Our owners are more than 3 400
private citizens along with three
municipalities: Leksand, Rättvik
and Gagnef.

Increased energy-efficiency
by adding intelligence to existing buildings

Smart continuous real-time tuning increases value of real-estate investments
Ecofective has developed a Building Energy Management System with
a unique combination of features. By
combining functions for supervision,
data storage and continuous automatic
tuning of the heat demand, it offers
considerable energy savings (typically
15 – 25 %) in large residential buildings.
It is easy to install and compatible with
any HVAC control system.
The Ecofective system will optimize
the heat demand by including a wide
range of influencing parameters in realtime and forecasts (i.e. people present
in the premises, the heat storage capacity of the building and the influence
of the sun.). It also provides forecasts
(up to 48 hours) of the energy need in
buildings and reduces power peaks in
district heating & cooling networks.

Ecofective AB is growing rapidly on the
Swedish and international market. In
the summer of 2012, Ecofective GmbH
was launched and an agreement of
cooperation with Frauenhofer Technical Institute was signed.
Our market offer
Ecofective offers customers a complete system (hardware, software and
in-building installation) along with an
attractive payback horizon in terms of
permanent energy reductions in the
daily operation of their buildings.
The Ecofective offer is not a HVAC
control system. It is an energyefficiency concept, entirely based on
open-source programming tools
that can be operated on top of any
HVAC control system.

BaSiC faCTS
Reference customers are available
in Scandinavia and Germany within
Multi-Tenant Buildings (110+ installations) and other segments such
as Hotel, Office and Commercial
Buildings.
Mats Pettersson | CEO
Ecofective AB
mats.pettersson@ecofective.com
www.ecofective.com
Dirk Uhlemann | Geshäftsführer
Ecofective GmbH
dirk.uhlemann@ecofective.com
www.ecofective.com
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Energy Opticon AB – software for economical
optimization of energy production

The optimal software to cut energy production costs
As originator of the software Energy
Optima 3, our company is a major provider of tools for load forecasting and
computer optimized energy production
– i.e. tools interacting with all parts of
the energy-producing systems.
The reduction of cost by optimized
energy production typically ranges
from 2 – 10 percent annually. We have
more than 30 customers in a number
of European countries – e.g. in Sweden,
Denmark, Finland, Germany, Switzerland, France and The Netherlands. We
also have more than 22 years of experience within our industry. Our profound
insight into the complexity of energy
production/distribution was channelled
into software optimizing all vital functions in energy production systems.
We are proud to introduce you to the
result of this effort.
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Energy Optima 3
• The optimal software to save time,
money and environmental footprint
• An IT solution for decision support
• Optimization of energy production
• Load forecasting (e.g. for district
heating/cooling, electricity, gas,
steam, etc.)
• Experience and know-how for
energy producers
• Lower cost for energy production
• Reduction of manual work and
human errors
• Common planning platform in the
shift organization
• Increase of the economical
competence (education)
• 7 modules available:
System, Measurement, Forecasts, Production optimization, Electricity trading,
Long-term optimization, District
heating network as thermal storage

Basic facts
Energy Opticon AB
Scheelevägen 17
SE 223 70 Lund, SWEDEN
+46 46 286 2370
info@opticon.se
www.opticon.se

FVB – a leading energy consultancy
The challenge of
global warming ...

Everybody talks about saving the world – FVB walks that talk
Planning for tomorrow’s energy supply
in a sustainable way is the major global
challenge. Efficient use of energy, clean
(i.e. low carbon-dioxide) production
and cost-effective distribution are
some key challenges at the local level.
FVB has several decades of experience
when it comes to sustainable and integrated energy solutions – combining
engineering expertise with a profound
understanding of profitability and the
need to reduce the environmental
footprint.
Exponential Energy Solutions E3 is
the FVB pledge to our customers.
E3 is a new consequence of our welldocumented ability to deliver sustainable and cost-efficient solutions based
on the needs of our customers. By the
E3 model we take our effort to a

new level and make customer benefits
even more visible. E3 is both a promise
and a description of what FVB delivers.
It comprises Heating, Cooling, Combined Heat and Power & Processes
and is applied on our European, US,
Canadian, Middle Eastern and Swedish
markets.
Our offer
By integrity and professional capability
we will provide everything needed by
the client – from markets analyses and
customer communication, feasibility studies, design and construction
management to commissioning and
documentation. We have the capacity
to conduct and participate in industrial
energy research projects and we will
take the pursuit of efficiency and customer service to new levels.

BaSiC faCTS
FVB is an energy-consultancy, based
in Sweden and employing more than
130 energy consultants. We are
global leaders within the business
segments Heating, Cooling, Combined Heat and Power & Processes.
By local presence on a globalized
market, our offices in Sweden,
Canada and the US offer clients
cost-efficient and sustainable
solutions and added value at many
operational levels.
Contact
www.fvb.se
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District Heating or District Cooling
– the pipe technology is the same

Minimized heat loss – considerable cost reduction
One major advantage offered by
district heating and -cooling is costeffective climate comfort combined
with minimum environmental impact.
However, these benefits will be wiped
out if energy goes to waste en route
to the end-user.
This is where LOGSTOR’s pre-insulated pipe technology comes in. Due
to their durability and high insulation
levels, our pipes ensure that the water
generated for heating or cooling gets
to the user with no leaks and with the
absolute minimum of heat loss, even
over long distances. This contributes
to reducing operating costs as well as
CO2 emissions.
One example
The use of LOGSTOR TwinPipe with
diffusion barrier instead of conven10

tional pipes reduces heat losses and
cuts CO2 emissions by around 50%.
Compared to older pipe systems, the
reduction will be even higher. This is
possible due to the diffusion barrier
maintaining the insulation capacity
throughout the entire service life of
the pipe and to the cell structure of
the insulation material.
Over and under
Once installed correctly, LOGSTOR’s
pre-insulated pipe solutions feature
a minimum 30-year service life. The
pipes can be drawn over rooftops, on
the ground surface or underground.
More than half a century of district
heating experience and more than
185,000 km of installed pipes puts unparalleled know-how at your disposal.

Basic facts
LOGSTOR is the world’s leading
supplier of pre-insulated pipe systems for district heating/cooling.
Worldwide the LOGSTOR Group
has around 1 250 employees and
factories in nine countries in Europe
and Asia.
LOGSTOR Sverige AB has one sales
office and two manufacturing units
in Sweden.
www.logstor.com
LOGSTOR Sverige AB
E-mail: sae@logstor.com
www.logstor.se

Mittel – technology for
District Heating & Cooling

Protecting the investment in distribution networks
Mittel Fjärrvärme AB is a Swedenbased company, specializing in products minimizing the operating costs
of district energy networks. Our
unique, patented Mittel TSC system is
an advanced method for case-jointing
of pre-insulated pipes with welding
sleeves. It makes the joints as strong
and durable as the pipes themselves.
Joints often corrode due to pressure,
damp and wear – resulting in considerable energy losses and expensive
repairs. With Mittel TSC, this can be
kept at a minimum. Mittel also develops and markets Stateview, a system
for leak detection in district energy
networks.

Key segments & customers
Our customers are primarily energy
companies building new district energy
systems or handling repair and maintenance of existing ones. Our customer list includes Vattenfall Värme,
EON Värme, Umeå Energi, Fortum
Stockholm and District Energy St Paul
(USA). Customers also include pipe
manufacturers like KWH Thermopipe,
Powerpipe and INPAL Industries.
Mittel has its core market in northern Europe, but has lately won market
shares in the rest of the world – e.g. in
France, South Korea and on the rapidly
growing Middle East markets.

Basic facts
Approx. 10 percent of the buildings in
Europe are heated by district heating.
In northern Europe it is considerably
more (in Scandinavia approx. 90 percent). Environmental legislation and a
pursuit of energy-efficient heating are
significant market drivers. In the
Middle East and Asia, district cooling
is expanding rapidly.
Mittel Executive Team
Karl-Gunnar Appelblad, CEO, phone:
+46 90 171 470 and +46 70 579 14 12,
karl-gunnar.appelblad@mittel.se.
David Appelblad, Press Contact,
phone +46 70 579 14 05,
david.appelblad@mittel.se.
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Your partner for cost-efficient
and sustainable combustion!

A fresh approach to energy production
The Petro Group designs and delivers
combustion systems based on burner
or grate technology. We offer a wide
range of environmentally-friendly products keeping operational and maintenance cost at a minimum level.
Our longstanding experience and technological knowhow are readily available to increase the profitability of
our customers, who are municipal and
industrial boiler plants, waste incineration plants, shipyards etc. in Sweden
and abroad.
As a responsible partner, we strive to
optimize the energy production while
reducing the environmental footprint.
Our R&D activities combined with a
leading position in product design and
manufacturing assure high availability as
well as reduction of harmful emissions.
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Our keen eye for details has enabled us
to develop a comprehensive product
range meeting the strictest emission
standards. Our effort to utilize energy
sources as efficient and sustainable as
possible is continuous, regardless of
which kind of fuel is used – e.g. oil, gas
or biofuels like bio-oil, wooden pellets,
pulverized wood etc.
Our offer
The world’s energy resources are finite.
Therefore the Petro group has taken
on the environmental challenge to convert a wide range of fuels – exhaustible as well as renewable – into energy
for industrial, commercial and domestic
usage.
By a unique product, we offer conversion of your fossil-fuelled boiler station
into a biofuel plant that is CO2 neutral.

Basic facts
• Founded in 1964 with head office
in Gothenburg, Sweden.
• In 1984, our first pulverized wood
system was launched.
• Our equipment is delivered to
around 90 % of all district heating
companies in Sweden.
• We have installations in more than
25 countries
Contact
Phone +46 31 83 06 80
Fax +46 31 40 16 59
Hotline +46 31 833 866
E-mail petrokraft@petrokraft.se.
Web page: www.petro.se

Pilum – smart solutions
for a clean environment

Innovators in cleaning of fluids, water, gas and air
Pilum Polyproject is working within
the field of environmental engineering, with focus set upon treatment and
cleaning of aggressive fluids, water, gas
and air. With more than 30 years of
experience, our services span from uncomplicated products produced from
design sketches to complete “plug and
play” plants where we manage the
process, manufacture the equipment,
handle the start-up and ensure continuous operation by inspections and
spare part supply by our service teams.
Our operation is divided into a number of business areas
• Systems and components for cleaning of scrubber water from incineration plants

• System and components for surface treatment lines and their water
cleaning
• Systems for flue gas condensation in
incineration plants fuelled by bio
materials or waste
• Components for our own products
for filtration, sedimentation, treatment and tank storage
• Contract manufacturing of GAP or
thermoplastics products according
to customer specifications
Thanks to our experience, practical
know-how and process specialists –
along with our intense development,
design and manufacturing capabilities
– we can always offer components and
plants meeting exacting demands for
cost-efficiency and performance.

Basic facts
• Pilum is a leader within environmental engineering for the
industrial sector
• We lead projects and supply
products and services
• We offer the most efficient
products for cleaning and
condensation of flue gases
• Two of our production units
manufacture products and
components out of plastics and
stainless steel
• Ca 100 employees generate an
annual turnover of SEK 250 million
www.pilum.se
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Specialists in energy and
environmental technology

Flue gas condensation
Radscan Intervex delivers flue gas condensation systems, i.e. systems recovering the energy in steam and cleaning
the flue gases. For our customers, the
benefits are obvious. There are also
general environmental gains due to reduced emissions of carbon dioxide and
pollutants.
A flue gas condensation plant can often generate substantial benefits by
humidification of combustion air. For
this, Radscan’s ROTO-FLUE is a highly
efficient enthalpy exchanger.
Condensate cleaning – profitable
and sustainable
It is obviously rational to recover the
energy in damp exhaust gases, thereby
increasing the overall energy-efficiency
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of a plant. There are, however, additional steps we can take. Our modern
condensate cleaning system is actually
the first of its type to combine various
membrane technologies for cleaning of
the condensate – so it can be re-used
in the process.
The system minimizes condensate
emissions and the plant becomes even
more environmentally friendly – and
also self-sufficient with water!
The Intervex Limestone Reactor
The reactor offers efficient de-sulphurisation at a low cost. Close to
100 % removal of sulphur from flue
gases is possible. The reaction agent is
low-cost limestone pebble. Fly ash is
reduced to a low level.

Basic facts
With more than 30 years of experience, Radscan combines different
technologies, so that cleaning and
energy recovery can be carried out
within the same system. Radscan
has expanded quickly during the last
few years and today we are a major
player in the flue gas condensation
market.
Annual turnover 10-20 MEUR
Radscan Intervex AB
Phone +46 (0)21-10 27 60
radscan@radscan.se
www.radscan.se

Sweco – sustainable engineering and design

Building for future generations – around the globe
The Sweco specialists have a long history of involvement in project identification, feasibility studies, corporate
development, design, specification and
supervision in district heating projects.
Sweco has an impressive track record
when it comes to capacity building,
regulatory support and market analyses. Many of the projects are financed
by the World Bank, the European
Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) and SIDA (the Swedish
development agency), a fact ensuring that Sweco’s scope of services is
adapted to – and in compliance with
– the requirements set up by these
institutions.
Sweco has performed feasibility studies of the district heating system in
Murmansk (Russia) and the city of

Zhytomyr (Ukraine). We have also
participated in a PIU project concerning energy efficiency in public buildings
in Kiev (Ukraine). In 2012, Sweco has
signed a contract to provide consulting services for a World Bank-financed
project in Moldova. During the last
decades, Sweco has been involved
in establishing a number of combustion plants for generation of heat and
power in Sweden and internationally.
Our offer
Sweco offers consulting services in the
areas of combined heat and power,
district heating and energy conservation. We have considerable experience
of the business environment, administration, organization and IT-infrastructure within the energy sector.

Basic facts
Sweco is one of Europe’s leading
providers of knowledge and consulting services in the fields of engineering, environmental technology and
architecture. Sweco carries out
about 30,000 projects for some
10,000 clients annually. Sweco has
a local presence in 12 countries and
conducts project exports to some
80 countries worldwide. Sweco is
listed at the NASDAQ OMX
Nordic Exchange Stockholm.
Contact person, Heat & Power
projects: Mr Peter Osbrink,
phone +46 (0)70-593 54 44,
email peter.osbrink@sweco.se
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Sustainable Heating and Cooling
– our core competences

Large-scale heat pump & chiller projects
Since it was established in 1980,
Termoekonomi has been a leading
player when it comes to large-scale
solutions within district heating, district
cooling and large heat pump projects.
Our company was founded by scientists from the Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm (KTH) – the most
distinguished technological university
in Sweden. The idea was to serve as
a bridge between science and on-site
application. This way, fresh knowledge
from research reports can be
chanelled into authentic projects
extremely fast. The interaction
between the university and our
company is going on continuously.
Our offer
Every customer and every project
implies specific needs, conditions and
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requirements. With Termoekonomi
as partner, you can be sure to receive
the support every situation demands.
Regardless of the customer’s conditions, problems, and ideas, we will be
able to present a sustainable and economic solution! We offer firm support
all along the production chain – from
initial idea through pre-feasibility, feasibility and business evaluations to construction and commissioning.
Termoekonomi has an efficient organization with profound competence,
experience and expertise. We know
how to implement complicated projects and how to assist in the development of your business.

Basic facts
Our business areas:
• Large heat pumps and chillers
• District heating & cooling
• Tri-generation
• Master planning. Technical
concepts & Feasibility studies
• Detail design
• Business case evaluation
• Project implementation
Stockholm, Sweden:
Mr Henrik Enström, CEO
henrik.enstrom@termoekonomi.se
Beijing, China:
Ms Tan Lei
tan.lei@termoekonomi.se
Russia and Eastern Europe:
Mr Vasili Sakavets
Vasili.sakavets@termoekonomi.se

Umeå Energi
– a multi-source energy supplier

From energy source to satisfied customers
Umeå Energi supplies power, district
heating and cooling & broadband Internet services to 58,000 subscribers.
Our extensive power network is highly
reliable, and we are one of Sweden’s
biggest investors in the power network among power companies.
UmeNet – our open municipal broadband network – is Europe’s fastest.
What’s more, we also offer our customers flexible, modern contracts and
climate-friendly solutions – like climateneutral district heating, electricity
generated by our wind farms, cogeneration and hydroelectric power
from the Stornorrfors station just
outside Umeå. Our expert advisors
also help our customers to reduce
their energy consumption.
Umeå Energi’s district heating network
provides convenient heating to nearly

every Umeå home. Since district heating was introduced in Umeå, emissions
of greenhouse gases and air pollution
have been reduced considerably. Our
operations will be completely climateneutral by 2018. What’s more, we’re
currently building one of Sweden’s
biggest solar cell parks, regional wind
farms and projects aimed at massproducing algae for conversion into
biofuel.
Our offer
Umeå Energi offers a wide range of
smart, sustainable solutions – from raw
material to end-user. Every year, our
state-of-the-art combined power and
heating plant at Dåva receives many
international visitors. We are happy to
work with new partners, so please feel
free to contact us.

Basic facts
Umeå Energi
• Is operating across five business
areas: Heating, Power Networks,
Power Sales, UmeNet Broadband
Network, and Solar, Wind & Water
Power.
• Produces electricity from wind and
hydroelectric power and from two
combined power and heating
plants.
• Offers district heating/cooling,
electricity, broadband and cable TV.
• Employs 300 staff and generates 		
sales of SEK 1.8 billion annually.
Contact us:
Phone: +46 90 160 000
E-mail umea.energi@umeaenergi.se.
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Öresundskraft – your energy partner
in the Öresund Region
1.

2.

3.

Energy for a better world. Power for the region
The headline sums up our vision – a
vision guiding our daily work and our
commitment to the environment and
to our region.
We are a major Swedish energy producer, providing some 260 000 customers with electricity, biogas, district
heating and cooling, bandwidth, fuel
for biogas-driven vehicles and a wide
range of services. We are actively
promoting the introduction of electric cars and strive to accelerate the
conversion to fossil-free vehicles. This
effort brought us the award “Electrocar Municipality for 2012”, an accolade
shared with the City of Helsingborg.
From 2013 we will operate two cogeneration plants. The Västhamnen
plant is fuelled by bio materials and
produces electricity, district heating
18

and cooling. Waste heat from local
industries allows further reduction
of the environmental footprint. This
energy source meets 1/4 of the total
need for heating in the city.
The new plant at Filborna converts
sorted waste material into energy in
the form of electrical power and district heating. This plant is one of the
most modern in Europe, fitted with
state-of-the-art technology for flue gas
cleaning. With this plant we ensure for
the future a cost-efficient and sustainable production of electrical power
and district heating in our region.

Basic facts
• Main office in Helsingborg
• Owned entirely by the
municipality
• Annual turnover
3 262 MSEK
• 450 employees
• Total energy volume
distributed
4257 GWh
- Electrical power
2816 GWh
- District heating
1172 GWh
- District cooling
18 GWh
- Gas
251 GWh
• Certified for sustainable operation
and quality according to the
ISO 14001 and ISO 9001 standards
www.oresundskraft.se

1. Helsingborg is a gateway to Continental
Europe
2. The Västhamnen plant.
3. The Filborna co-generation plant.

Members of SweHeat and Cooling
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Anckargripsgatan 3
SE-211 19 Malmö, Sweden
www.sweheatcooling.com

Partners to SweHeat & Cooling
Swedish Trade Council

Swedish District Heating Association

Swedish Energy Agency

Swedish Agency for Economic
and Regional Growth

www.swedishtrade.se

www.svenskfjarrvarme.se

www.energimyndigheten.se

www.tillvaxtvarket.se

